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Abstract 

Data stream is a continuous, time varying, massive and infinitely ordered sequence of 

data elements. The streaming data are fast changing with time, it is impossible to acquire 

all the elements in a data stream. Therefore, each data element should be examined at 

most once in data streams. Memory usage for mining data stream should be limited due to 

the new data elements are continuously generated from the streams. It is essential to 

ensure that newly arrived stream should be immediately available whenever it is 

requested made this task much challenging and necessary for fraud detection in stream, 

taking out knowledge, for business improvement and other applications where data 

arrived in stream. This paper tries to highlight important issues and research challenges 

of data stream by means of a comprehensive review. 
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1. Introduction 

Data streams, consist of unbounded data in continues fashion and it can be regarded as 

real time data. Continuous data coming from different areas with a high speed and 

massive size is called data stream. Computer network traffic, ATM, phone conversations, 

web searches, transactions and sensor data are the real examples of streaming data.  Now 

question arises that how to tackle these data streams and how to get valuable information. 

Researchers have developed different techniques in this regard. Some techniques depend 

on the nature of problem, while some algorithms have been developed for time constraint 

that one pass algorithm some for memory management that is for limited memory to 

reduce the usage of memory. But focus has been on specific problems related to data 

streams. In this paper we have discussed issues related to adverse impact of Radio 

frequency interference in real time streaming discussed, i.e. How to improve the 

performance of  predictive stream learning algorithms, Load shedding problem of join 

operator, overloading of Real time system, handling  unpredictable network stream, exact 

processing over  data streams, mining online data stream, frequent items in data stream, 

computational issue, frequency count issue, maximum frequent item sets issue, In-core 

mining of streaming, online closed frequent items issue, classifier selection, frequency 

estimation over Sliding Windows, memory consumption, close weighted frequent item 

sets, distributed privacy, high data speed stream and outlier detection in distributed data 

streams. 
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2. Application of Data Mining in Crime Detection 

This section is aimed at discussion and analysis of existing research on data streams 

and tries to highlight significant challenges and issues in this domain. In [1] the authors 

have discussed the issue of power reduction of radio frequency interference (RFI) effect 

on the high-energy impulses to find it and receive it from different sources. For this the 

purpose radio astronomy has been used along with an example of Allen Telescope Array 

(ATA) to collect data. This article further describes how to develop statistical methods 

which are perfect for removing RFI (Radio frequency interference) from ATA (Allen 

Telescope Array) data in real time and then implement those methods into real-time 

setting with the help of developing a prototype Real time streaming data system (RTSDS) 

is used in this regard. Developing such system need some important considerations which 

include Operating system, double buffering, ring buffers and programming strategies. 

Using real time operating system RTOS the amount of time to process for ATA data will 

take less variability than it will if using standard OS. Another study [2] discusses about 

how to improve the performance of predictive stream learning algorithms. A framework 

has been proposed that utilizes pre-quential methods by applying both sliding windows 

and fading factors mechanism. The authors argues that fading factors is better than sliding 

windows because of best utilizing of memory that is using less memory and faster. [3]  

aims at performance improvement of query system and processing efficiency to get best 

and correct result during real time streaming .For this purpose semantic-base load 

shedding is used and  attributes value of tuples follow by it that is learn attribute value of 

data stream, classify tuples and then executing to solve the following problems. 

1.   Load shedding time and anti-load shedding time 

2.  Amount 

3. Location  

4. Selecting predicate. 

Another study by [4] focuses on an importing issue of overloading of real time DSMS. 

An algorithm named RLS-EDA has been designed in this regard. [5] Aims at solving the 

critical issue of memory adaptively inside a system where sliding window queries are 

running temporary over a continuous data stream. Two techniques have been used, one 

for the adjustment of window sliding and another for the adjustment of time granularity. 

These techniques are also compatible with semantics stream and do not crash with query 

optimization at run time. [6] Introduced an online algorithm to solve the latest issue of 

mining of frequent tunes and piece of music pattern in musical data and the named that 

algorithm as BVMDS which uses a two level method to produce candidate pattern set 

(temporal patterns). An important issue of how to get best efficiency algorithm that must 

handle not only reliable network stream but as well as unreliable stream has been 

addressed by [7]. An algorithm has namely PHM show better efficiency in term of 

unpredictable network as well as growing sizes problem. 

Acquisition of exact result of processing of joining streams has been focused by [8]. 

Authors have introduced an algorithm (EWJ) which produces correct and exact result of 

joining streams with limited memory. 

In [9] the author elaborated an important issue in online data stream mining, for this 

purpose introduces an algorithm named MRFI-SW it is based on apriori algorithm and 

have three phases window initialization, sliding and mining frequent item sets.  But one 

pass algorithm so it mining frequent stuffs from data stream of sliding window on 

transaction base in accurate form and give correct result as well as it consumes less 

memory as well as time when compare to other algorithm like SWFI-stream 

algorithm.[10] This paper is about to solve the critical issue of frequent items of data 

stream and how to tackle this issue so for this purpose author introduce tow techniques 

called TCAM-conscious Lossy counting and TCAM- conscious space saving  but TCAM-

CLC which is faster than TCAM-SS and also discuss to integrate NPU and TCAMs have 
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tremendous performance for high data stream. In this [11] the author focus on an 

important issue of real time data coming online and how to control online data means 

their computational issue like limitless data streaming and speed so for this purpose 

introduce an algorithm called which is one pass algorithm using top-k paths for mining 

for traversing pattern where k is the demand of paths want to traverse and to keep 

information in best way using path-k forest so it is a best algorithm to handle data stream 

in one pass. This paper [12] focus on an importing issue of frequent frequency which 

change pattern when user specify some threshold value that is by addition and removal of 

items in dynamic data stream so how to identify this frequent frequency which in order to 

change pattern so for this purpose introduce an algorithm which solve this problem very 

efficiently by taking 2 dynamic data stream and produce max or minimum change depend 

on threshold. This paper [13] focus on an importing issue of how to mine maximum 

frequent pattern sets from huge data of data streams which is sparse as well as for dense 

one so for this purpose introduce an algorithm named DSM-MFI tackle this issue in a best 

way that is make a data structure called SFI-forest which store latest and frequent items 

sets and this algorithm is based on sliding windows. This paper [14] focus on an 

importing issue of computing the frequency count only assigned by user in sliding 

window of real time data stream so to solve it by designing an algorithm named 

approximation algorithm which working dynamically that is finding frequency count in 

sliding windows dynamically and to keep and maintain the recent frequency of items  in 

data structure called exponential histogram  and  delete useless element from data 

structure by performing compression  mechanism  periodically. This paper [15] focus on 

an importing issue to mine frequent item sets from huge data sets for data stream so for 

this purpose design an algorithm named AICFI, this algorithm very better than other 

algorithm (RLS-U) and used the idle time O(N) of system in a very better way and 

produce throughput larger than other algorithm comparably and does not require out of 

core (summary structure) ,and support large data and low level support. Another study by 

[16] focuses on an importing issue of outlier detection in data stream so for this purpose 

introduce an algorithm named ODABK this algorithm based on classification method that 

is on K-NN that is on statistics based and instance base store all training samples so its 

detection rate of outlier is high as well as take less time compare to other algorithm 

(LOADED). Another study by [17] focuses on an importing issue of keeping information 

of music which is in continuous streams that is to keep latest information of music which 

is necessary in frequent temporal fashion of pattern through online system  so for this 

purpose design an algorithm named FTP-MQS so it is one pass algorithm  and its  

working consists of three phases 1st take to initialize the window, 2nd sliding of window, 

3rd one and last phase to generate frequent pattern temporally so it is a best algorithm in 

term of efficiency to mine frequent pattern temporary for music stream. In this [18] the 

author focus on an importing issue of to mine the closed frequent pattern of streaming 

data in data streaming through online Streams. So for this purpose introduce an algorithm 

named new-movement so working of this algorithm to move items in sensitive sliding 

window based on bit-sequence using a data structure called newcet prefix based tree keep 

the recent information that is oldest one and append new coming information therefore it 

is better algorithm in term time and memory compare to other algorithm like movement 

algorithm. This study [19] paper focuses on an importing issue of that how to mine the 

closed frequent pattern of streaming data through online Streams with sliding windows. 

So for this purpose introduce an algorithm named MFI-Trans SW so working of this 

algorithm  in sensitive sliding window having three phase  1stinitialize the window, 2nd  

widow sliding and 3rd and last phase is generate frequent item sets therefore it is better 

algorithm in term time and memory compare to other algorithm. This paper focus [20] on 

an importing issue  to mine data stream for learning process and to classify according to 

their desire place that is how to select the most appreciate classifier so to tackle large data 

and to group them according to correct position in database so for this purpose introduce 
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algorithm named Dynamic incremental SVM learning so it’s working is during 

initialization classifier number is constant if similarity in attributes found then add to 

training data otherwise into another  dataset of training data after exam all data then 

assemble  to test data stream. This paper focus [21] on an importing issue that in online 

data stream how to find frequent vibrated points means items so for this purpose introduce 

two algorithm MVI and FMVI now MVI cover each window vibrated items but vibrated 

period is concerned due to this reason introduce MFVI to tackle this problem it have track 

list which will list vibrated items in track list and have starting point, count for points in 

the list so correctly find change support in count and quick report. Another study by [22] 

focuses on an importing issue that how to find estimate almost near and closest frequency 

in DataStream through sliding window So for this purpose introduce an algorithm named 

deterministic algorithm  so working of this algorithm is designed snapshots which divided 

into two snapshots one is complete snapshot and another one is partial snapshots and to 

reduce space and time of processing designed a data structure called doubly link list so all 

points inserted to determine tail or  head of list S that’s why by deleting items takes the 

processing time O(1)time and take space O(I/ɛ). Another study by [23] improves the 

performance of sensor network introduce an improved algorithm which decrease 

reconstruction and reduce hidden variable so this algorithm based adaptive filtering 

technique and working in three phase 1st training weight using training step to get 

weights vectors, 2nd orthogonalization to check each iteration on weight vector,3rd and 

find hidden variables to find principles components that how much needed so less 

vibration in unstable phase and strong correlation in data streams thus it is best algorithm 

for sensor network. This paper [24] focus on an importing issue that how to use less 

memory in data stream, it is a big problem for researcher how to reduce memory So for 

this purpose introduce an algorithm named MFPBI as well as a data structure called 

IFP_Stream so working of IFP_Stream is based on CP_Tree to reduce the usage of 

memory and MFPBI algorithm based on IFP_Stream to determine frequent pattern at 

multiple time graininess over DataStream. Therefore it is better algorithm in term time 

and memory compare to other. Another study by [25]  focuses on an importing issue to 

mine the closed frequent pattern of streaming data in data streaming and to remove the 

drawbacks of previous algorithms which is based on Apriori that is to remove redundancy 

of nodes and useless test for meaningless item-sets So for this purpose introduce an 

algorithm named MFCIDS working of this algorithm is based on data structure called 

FULL-CET  and according to it those nodes or points are sibling both belong from a 

single parent so by this way processing time decrease and support large data sets and 

support minimum threshold that’s why MFCIDS have best efficiency than other 

algorithms like MOVEMEN and A-MOVEMENT. 

An importing issue in data stream is instant recognition of outlier pattern. [26] 

Introduced an algorithm based on association rules mining. This algorithm utilizes prefix-

tree that regularly monitors the frequent items and traversal tree is used to find all the 

association rules. 

Another importing issue in data streams is how to mine frequent pattern which have 

closed weight in data stream. An algorithm DS _ CWFP by [27] is based on sliding 

windows and a data structure called DS _ CWFP. DS_CWFP structure uses composite 

structure of compressed tree. This algorithm utilizes divide and conquer method to get 

closed weighted frequent items in data stream. [28] Introduced a protocol for efficiency in 

communication and data security. This protocol is based on an IACA making it 

appropriate to find center cluster than other algorithms like k-mean. [29] Introduced an 

algorithm named FIKOCFram to tackle high speed data of data streams. [30] Investigated 

the issues of the outlier detection in distributed data streams. An algorithm namely n-

IncLOF is presented in this regard which is based on LOF and extension of it working 

dynamically using sliding window model and adjusts the n-threshold value automatically 
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when there is a change in sliding window by outliers change number. This study has used 

standards deviation to get more accurate detection of anomaly as well as to reduce bugs. 

Table 1. Analysis of Algorithms and Techniques 
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Table 2. Core Competency of the Papers 

Ref 

no 

PROBLEM SOLUTION ADVANTAGE 

[1] Adverse impact of Radio frequency 

interference in real time streaming. 

Develop a Real time streaming 

data system(RTSDS) to reduce 
the impact of RFI in real time 

streaming 

Removing RFI from real time 

streaming data. 
 

[2] How to improve the performance of 

predictive stream learning algorithms? 

Predictive sequential methods 

that is prequential method by 

applying fading factors to 
improve performance 

Design a framework for predictive 

stream learning algorithm 

[3] Load shedding problem of join operator? Semantic-base load shedding 

technique. 

Best design model to get correct result 

of Query system 
 

[4] Issue of overloading of Real time system? Develop an RLS-EDA 

algorithm to solve the 
problem. 

Buffers more tuples to execute instead 

of dropping them 

[5] Memory adaptivity inside a system for 

continues data stream. 

Used two techniques 1. 

window size adjustment 
2. Time Granularity 

Adjustment 

Solve collision problem of query 

optimization at run time and 
compatible with semantics stream 

[6] How to mining   
Frequent tune pattern from music data? 

To solve this problem 
introduce an algorithm called 

BVMDS which efficiently 
solve this problem 

BVMDS based on 3-condidate to k-
cond due to which it is more efficient 

and faster than other algorithm 

[7] How to handle unpredictable network 

streams? 

Introduce an algorithm named 

PHMJ which solved it 
efficiently and effectively. 

Not only handle reliable network but 

also handle unreliable network 

[8] How to get exact processing and sliding 

windows among data streams? 

Design a framework and 

introduce an algorithm (EWJ) 
to solve the problem 

To get exact processing of joining 

streams with limited memory 

[9] How to mining online data stream? Introduce an algorithm 

(MRFI-SW) which solves this 
problem effectively and 

efficiently. 

One pass algorithm consumes less 

memory and time 

[10] How to get frequent items in data stream? Best technique for it is 
TCAM-conscious Lossy 

counting. 

Getting frequent elements without 
collision. 

 

[11] Issue of computational issue during online 
web clicking 

DSM-TKP(algorithm) Reduce time for large data using top-k 
path technique 

[12] Issue of online frequent frequency which 

changes items in data stream?  

Develop an MFC-append 

algorithm to solve the 
problem. 

Identify change frequency pattern 

dynamically. 

[13] Issue of how to mine maximum frequent 

itemsets over data stream? 

Develop a DSM-MFI 

algorithm to solve the 
problem. 

Mining maximum frequent items 

from large datasets using SFI-forest 
data structure. 

[14] Issue of frequency count must not be less 

than specified threshold by user. 

Develop a one pass- 

approximation algorithm to 
solve the problem. 

Dynamically determine frequency 

count.  

[15] Issue of In-core mining of streaming data Develop an algorithm to 

AICFI solve the problem. 

In-core mining for high data stream. 

[16] Issue of outlier detection in data stream? ODABK algorithm. Required less time and high detection 

rate 

[17] Issue of latest information of music of 
continuous stream 

FTP-MQS algorithm to solve 
the problem. 

Keep latest information of online 
music query streams.   

 

[18] How to mine online closed frequent items 
over data stream efficiently? 

A new- movement algorithm 
to solve the problem. 

Get efficiency in term of time and 
memory to mine closed frequent 

itemsets over DataStream. 
 

[19] How to mine online frequent items over 

data stream efficiently? 

Develop a MFI-TransSW 

algorithm to solve the 
problem. 

Efficient  in term of time and memory 

to mine frequent itemsets over sliding 
window in DataStream 

[20] How to deal with large data in learning data 

how to select appropriate classifier in data 
stream and its classification? 

Dynamic incremental SVM 

learning 
algorithm to solve the 

problem. 

Selection of suitable classifier to learn 

according to the characteristic of 
datasets. 

 

[21] How to find  Frequent Vibrated Items over 
Online 

Data Streams? 

MVI,MFVI  algorithms to 
solve the problem. 

monitor and 
Detect variation of items between two 

data streams. 
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[22] How to find Frequency Estimation in data 
stream over Sliding Windows 

Develop   ɛ-approximate 
algorithm to solve the 

problem. 

Take less time and space for 
estimation of frequency over sliding 

 Window. 

 

[23] How to improve the processing of sensor 

networks? 

 IDSPA for solution. Get efficiency in term of processing 

over data streams. 

[24] How to reduce the consumption of memory 
in data stream? 

MFPBI algorithm to solve the 
problem. 

Get efficiency in term of time and 
reduce usage of memory to find 

frequent pattern in DataStream. 

[25] How to mine frequent itemsets which are 
closed in data stream? 

MFCIDS algorithm to solve 
the problem. 

Remove redundancy of nodes and 
speedup processing time. 

[26] How to find instant recognition of outlier 

pattern in data stream?  

association rules mining 

algorithm to solve the 
problem. 

Get efficiency in term of time and 

memory to mine closed frequent 
itemsets over DataStream. 

[27] How to mine closed weighted frequent 

Pattern in data stream efficiently? 

DS _ CWFP algorithm to 

solve the problem. 

Determine frequent items based on 

closed weight in DataStream. 
 

[28] How to keep distributed privacy for 

clustering of data streams. 

 Developed a protocol for 

solution. 

Get efficiency in term security and 

communication over  distributed data 
streams. 

[29] How to tackle high data speed stream? Developed a FIKOCFram 

technique for solution. 

Reduce the limit dimensionality 

reduction.  

[30] How to detect outliers in distributed data 

streams accurately? 

Developed an n-IncLOF 

algorithm for solution 

Dynamically find local outliers over 

data streams. 

 

3. Conclusion and Future Work 

From this review we concluded that data streams still have to face certain challenges 

i.e., time constraint, space limitation high dimensional data. Numerous methods have 

been introduced to tackle some of these issues. Algorithms to handle noise are not fully 

capable to address the noise issues of for high dimensional. Space limitation of data 

stream signifies that data stream volume is large and it is impossible to store and process 

all the data. Some solutions have divided the space into grids and just retain and maintain 

the gridded data and new data is just mapped with specified grid and the remaining data is 

excluded. Finally we discuss the time constraint that is time limits how to handle data 

stream which coming with high speed. One pass algorithm and techniques are 

significantly important in this regard having lowest time complexity and fast processing 

time but they are not able to cope with other challenges of data stream. If we want to get 

more efficiency and effectiveness  in term of limited time, space limitation and high 

dimensional data, researcher should developed improved techniques of integration that is 

integration cluster and classification techniques which would emphasize on current issues 

in data streams not just to overcome one type of constraint but to resolve maximum issues 

combined by one technique and it is possible to solve all the issues in data streams by one 

technique up to some extent but need more work on it so integration of classification and 

cluster techniques would be a best choice in future to resolve the current issues in data 

streams. 
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